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Abstract: Smart and mechanically flexible energy harvesting/storage devices are attractive for the
immensely growing electronic, automobile, medical, and aerospace markets. The leading challenges
with current devices are their limitations regarding installation on curvy design, high-manufacturing
cost, and lower production rate. Therefore, new design strategies in terms of new materials, cost,
and ability to scale up fabrication are imperative to meet the contemporary and future demands of
these fast-growing markets. Flexographic printing is one of the newest technologies that promises
cost-effective energy devices with better energy harvesting and high storage performance. Current
knowledge, selection of suitable materials, and methods of flexographic printing for solar cell and
battery construction are reviewed and summarized in this paper in comparison to existing printing
technologies. The main purpose of this review is to provide a comprehensive idea of flexographic
printing for energy devices.

Keywords: flexographic printing technique; solar cell; batteries; energy

1. Introduction

A global energy crisis has been raised recently due to high energy demand. The
available energy data reveal the total dependency of contemporary power generation
on fossil fuels, which are being rapidly depleted and have a negative impact on the
environment. Novel sustainable energy harvesting technologies are predicted to offer a
viable solution for meeting the energy demands of large populations and industries at lower
costs, with a promise of a greener environment. In addition, the fast-growing electronic,
automobile, and aerospace markets are demanding efficient energy harvesting/storage
devices for their future products. They are also curious about smart energy devices for
miniaturized products (mobiles, smartwatches, and other personal gadgets) and devices
that are flexible enough to install on any curvy design (solar panels on house roofs and
airplanes) without compromising energy conversion efficiency. In recent years, substantial
development in solar cell technologies has shown new hopes for curtailing the global
energy challenges. The ideal conception of the solar cell is to transfer direct light energy
to electricity under the photovoltaic effect following chemical and physical principles.
Solar cells fabricated by diverse technologies and materials have been developed after
years of comprehensive research, and the key findings are concisely summarized in this
context [1,2].

Abundant natural availability and reasonable cost allow crystalline silicon-based solar
cells (SiSC) to grab a large share of the solar cell market [2]. The literature shows that
monocrystalline SiSC has better energy conversion efficiency (17–18%) than polycrystalline
SiSC (12–14%) [3,4]. SiSC is generally fabricated using boron and phosphorus-doped Si
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material, leading to positive- (P-type) and negative- (N-type) type semiconductors. Fur-
thermore, the solar panel’s surface modification is accomplished by chemical (coating)
or physical (roughness) methods to enhance sunlight absorption, before printing the cir-
cuit configuration [2,4]. A latest development in SiSC fabrication is the incorporation of
nanocrystalline semiconducting materials; however, the resulting SiSC demonstrates lower
efficiency of <8% [5]. In recent efforts, researchers trialed polymeric material for solar cell
manufacturing and recorded an efficiency between 3 and 10% [6,7]. Polymer-based solar
cells are economically feasible although they have limited applications in high-temperature
conditions [8,9]. On the other hand, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) showed an efficiency
of around 10% [10–13], while a claim of 40% efficiency was documented in the case of
concentrated solar cells [3].

Continuous and efficient exchange of current in the SiSC mainly depends on metallic
contacts located at the front and back surfaces of the cell [14]. In particular, the front SiSC
metal contact is critical, as it influences current transportation from the generated conveyors.
Such metallic contact raises the cost of solar cell panels because of the costly metallization
process [15]. Along with high cost, another disadvantage associated with SiSC is its
limited applications for curvy and complicated designs, including house roofs, automobiles,
aircraft, and many others, due to its complicated manufacturing process and inflexibility.
The large-scale production of flexible solar cell panels through existing manufacturing
processes is challenging for meeting the current and future demands for affordable solar
panels. Even though solar cell designed with organic/polymer semiconductors seems
promising for applications requiring mechanical flexibility and disposal ability, large-scale
fabrication at a lower cost is still challenging [16–18]. The abovementioned facts indicate
the need for novel technology for SiSC fabrication with high electrical-performance metal
contacts at affordable production costs [19].

Flexographic printing is considered one of the smart techniques that has the potential
to solve the aforementioned issues [20]. This technique can use a variety of inks on a wide
range of substrates and can result in a fast rate of production [21–23]. Mass-scale use of
flexographic printing technology (FPT) has recently been incorporated into the packaging
and printing industries [24]. Another ability of the flexographic technique is the printing of
functional inks on discrete substrates, which facilitates the fabrication of batteries, solar
cell modules, and many others [25–27]. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic representation
of a flexographic printing process. In this process, a printing plate is installed onto a
printing cylinder, and a ceramic-coated cylinder (anilox roll) transfers the ink from the
ink reservoir onto the desired plate while excess ink is removed by a sharp tool. Finally,
the ink is shifted from the printing sheet onto the substrate [28]. Roll-to-roll flexographic
printing is a relatively new technique for producing organic solar cells. A very limited range
of functional inks has been developed, and an efficient active-layer fabrication through
flexographic printing is still one of the greatest challenges.
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Flexographic printing is a remarkable technique, especially in terms of cost and
large-scale production; thus, it is considered promising to fabricate energy harvesting
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devices [29]. In previous articles, the focus was merely given to elaborating on the ad-
vantages/disadvantages of the flexographic printing technique and its working mecha-
nisms [30]. In this article, we thoroughly reviewed the progress in the manufacturing
process and materials used for silicon-based and polymer-based solar cells using the
flexographic technique. In addition, the flexographic printing potentials for energy harvest-
ing/storage applications are discussed.

2. Potentials of Flexographic Printing for Silicon-Based Solar Cell Fabrication

As discussed earlier, FPT carries the unique advantages of large-scale and cost-effective
fabrication of SiSCs over those produced by existing screen-printing procedures, such as
inkjet and aerosol jetting [31]. The leading issues attributed with the later methods are the
limited printing of the seed layer, contact finger geometry, throughput, and silver cost [32].
In comparison, FPT has demonstrated outstanding qualifications, such as (i) producing
a significantly higher throughput of a single metallization line (3000 to 5000 wafers/h)
than modern screen printing (2000 wafers/h); (ii) assisting in saving silver consumption
by transferring lower ink amounts (5 g) in a single printing step [28,33]; and (iii) reaching
a lower width of contact fingers (25 µm) in a single printing of silicon solar cells. It is
worth mentioning that flexographic printing has formed less than 80 µm finger widths on
indium–tin oxide (ITO) substrates [34,35].

Many researchers documented interesting modifications in the FPT method to make it
more capable of quality SiSC fabrication. In one such research, Michael et al. investigated
contact finger width by practicing multiple anilox rolls and printing plate materials with
different Shore hardness, and it was noticed the higher efficiency of the seed layer of the
front-side metallization of solar cells. They further documented the average finger width
with an average of 44–67 µm on the wafers after the light-induced plating (LIP) process. A
0.7%abs efficiency is achieved for the flexographically printed SiSCs compared to a 0.6%abs
efficiency for screen-printed cells. Michael et al. demonstrated an improvement in ink
transfer by 107% and 51% owing to the homogeneous contacts [36]. In another study,
Thibert et al. studied the impact of ink rheology on the printing quality and silver cost
by using viscosity measurement that was determined through steady shear tests at the
shear rate range (0.01 S−1 to 100 S−1). Based on such findings, they concluded that silver
seed layer width of 30 µm is obtainable by incorporating flexographic printing which
operates at a fixed printing speed of 0.5 m/s and lower screen-printing silver paste (A0)
viscosity. However, the risk of fluid ink spreading and line broadening may be minimized
by adjusting the ink’s viscosity. Moreover, the uniformity and homogeneity lines are
achievable by lowering the ink viscosity after including 5 wt% (A5) of solvent to the ink
paste (see Figure 2A). In addition, high-quality printing is possible only by raising the
solvent concentrations (up to 20 wt%), but beyond that, it barely provides any benefit [37].
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Figure 2. (A) Microscopic views for the comparison of three representative lines printed with paste
A0 (upper) and ink A5 (lower). Reproduced with permission. Ref. [36] Copyright 2011. (B) Overview
of the metallization results before (a) and after (b–e) the seed layer thickening by Ag-LIP. Reproduced
with permission. Ref. [38] Copyright 2015. John Wiley and Sons. (C) Comparison of lines printed in
the same conditions with different inks and anilox rolls. For each case, the line width and the line
metallized area are reported. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [38] Copyright 2015. John Wiley
and Sons.

Thibert and coworkers [38] also evaluated the behavior of different inks on printability
by printing fine lines on the front side of the silicon solar cell using flexographic printing.
They noticed a high printing throughput (0.3 m/s) through a seed layer with an average
width of 25 µm and a metallized area of 66.3% using a flexographic process operated at a
fixed parameter, as depicted in Figure 2B. Numerous researchers predicted that flexographic
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technology can print a very narrow seed layer, and this allows for the optimization of the
contact’s electrical/mechanical properties by controlling the optical losses and material
consumption [39–43]. They also recorded narrow line deposition for A5 inks (5 wt%
diluted), compared to A20 (20 wt% diluted), which is less dense under the different effects
of anilox roll printing, as shown in Figure 2C. The limited efficiency of 17.9% in the case of
monocrystalline silicon solar cells was related to two parameters including low detrimental
fill factor (FF) value and high contact resistivity of 22.3 mΩ·cm−2 [38].

Lorenz, A., attempted to validate flexographic printing ability by defining the narrow
contact fingers with few silver consumptions for busbarless solar cell metallization with
multi-wire interconnection, as depicted in Figure 3A [44]. He found that the aluminum
back-surface field of the busbarless solar cell fabricated through flexographic printing and
the optimization with aerosol jet ink provided the best result, compared to the diluted
screen-printing Ag-paste [45]. The obtained maximum individual conversion sufficiency
(η = 19.4%) denotes the ability of this ink formulation to produce a sufficient ohmic contact
on the emitter with less quantity of applied ink [44].
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Figure 3. (A) Fabricated mini-module using two flexo-printed solar cells with SmartWire intercon-
nection. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [44] Copyright 2016. Elsevier. (B) Printing pressure
investigation: a. First printing steps on Prescale film, and b. second printing steps on Si wafer using
Ag-ink. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [46] Copyright 2016. Elsevier. (C) a. Experimental anilox
roll featuring three differently engraved band sections with various dip volumes and line screenings.
(D) Flexo-double-printed contact finger (width Wf = 33 µm). Reproduced with permission. Ref. [28]
Copyright 2015. Elsevier.
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Lorenz et al. also studied the efficiency of flexographically printed busbarless front-
side metallization of solar cells with SmartWire interconnection in a fully functional mini-
module and reported somewhat similar results [46]. Furthermore, they used a flexible
printing plate for investigating the connection between printing pressure and contact finger
width. It was observed that a flexible printing plate with low printing pressure provides
homogeneous and accurate printing on a rough surface, such as a textured silicon wafer,
as shown in Figure 3B. In the aforementioned case, the observed contact finger elements
width was reduced to 7 ± 2 µm on elastomer printing plates, while a rise of 10 µm in each
0.5 MPa of pressure increment was noted to influence the contact grid [46].

Other than the above-discussed studies, Lorenz et.al. also operated a flexographic
roll-to-flat machine to investigate the fundamental printing of multi-busbar solar cells, and
the leading purpose was to assess the geometrical and electrical properties of the flexo-
double-printed fingers. This study carried a sequence of printing techniques including
(i) an anilox roll of three parallel band sections with dissimilar cell screening parameters;
(ii) an elastomeric laser-engraved printing plate; and (iii) a double-printing press after
the drying step for managing the layer thickness (see Figure 3C). The results showed that
flexographic printing can produce the fine-line metallization of multi-busbar solar cells with
33 µm contact finger width and up to 8 µm in height, as shown in Figure 3D. They noticed
that the anilox specification and the nominal width of finger elements on the printing
form have intense impact on the width of the printed fingers. A smaller dip volume of
anilox specifications results in reduced printed finger width without deteriorating the
lateral resistance of the fingers. Furthermore, 500 to 1500 Ω/m lateral resistances have
been realized via the four-point measurement method [28]. The summary of the use of
flexographic printing technique for SiSC fabrication is tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of flexographic printing technique on silicon solar cells.

Application Substrate Ink Result Reference

Using rheology characterization to
study viscoelastic properties of a
diluted screen-printing silver paste
and to adapt such a paste to the
flexographic printing process for
depositing a seed layer.

Monocrystalline silicon
wafer after

alkaline texturization

(A0) Screen-printing
silver paste ink

containing 5, 7, 10, 15,
and 20 wt% of

the solvent

Deposit 30 µm in the
width of the silver

seed layer
[37]

Print fine lines on the front-side
metallization of silicon solar cells.

P-type, textured Cz-Si
(Czrochalski-grown

silicon)

Silver paste A with
particle size ranging

between 0.5 and 1 µm,
and is diluted by 5, 10,

15, and 20 wt% of
2-(2-butoxyethoxy)

ethanol to formulate
A5, A10, A15, and A20.

Encouraging 17.9%
efficiency on Cz-Si

solar cell
[38]

Fabrication of the 1st busbarless
solar cell with flexo-printed
front-side metallization.

Wafer material of Cz-Si
p-type solar cell up to
anti-reflection coating
(precursors) with an

edge length of 156 mm

Two types of
silver-based inks

(Ag-inks).
Ink A: aerosol jet
optimization ink.

Ink B: diluted
screen-printing

Ag-paste

Achieving an average
conversion efficiency of

η∅ = 19.0%
[44]

Printing of the front-side
metallization of busbarless Al BSF
solar cells with multi-wire
interconnection.

Silicon wafer
p-type Cz-Si
precursors.

Silver ink (Ag-ink)
Achieving an average

conversion efficiency of
η∅ = 19.0%

[46]
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Table 1. Cont.

Application Substrate Ink Result Reference

Front-side metallization of
multi-busbar solar cells. Silicon wafer Silver-based ink

(aerosol ink SISC)

Producing a fine-line
metallization of

multi-busbar solar cells
with 33 µm contact

finger width

[28]

3. Polymer Solar Cell

Polymer solar cells (PSCs) have inherently scalable printing compared to silicon solar
cells. The available literature indicates that PSCs are lightweight cells regardless of oper-
ational lifetime and ability to harvest low-cost energy at a high speed of production [47].
Furthermore, polymer solar cells have outstanding features compared to other solar cells,
for instance, substrate flexibility, low-temperature processing, cost, and ease of manufactur-
ing [48]. The main advantage associated with PSCs is the ability to produce power of about
10 kWp to attain 8.1 € Wp, while crystalline silicon solar cell produces 50 MWp at a similar
cost [27].

PSCs can be integrated into flexible electronic module devices [49], such as a miniatur-
ized reading lamp [50] and a small FM radio battery charger [51]. Frederik et al. believed
that FPT with the assistance of other techniques may provide space to change the electronic
module strategy. This may facilitate the manufacturing of PSCs, which have the unique
feature of being able to charge a lithium-ion battery of a small LED-based pocket lamp with
a thin outline and a rigid structure [27]. To charge a polymer lithium-ion battery through a
blocking diode, they fabricated 5 mm wide lines of different materials (Zinc Oxide, Poly (3-
Hexythiophene): [6,6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester and [6,6]-Phenyl-C71-butyric
acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM), Poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene): Poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) and Silver) on an indium tin oxide-polyethylene terephthalate (ITO-PET) sub-
strate (see Figure 4). It was reported that the best result was achieved for the P3HT:PCBM
materials. Such materials obtained the best power conversion of 2.75% after 10 h of exposure
to natural sunlight [27].
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simultaneously. The zoom-in view shows the layer stack which is PET-ITO-ZnO-P3HT: PCBM-
PEDOT: PSS-printed silver. The device stack is encapsulated using roll-to-roll lamination post-
production. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [27] Copyright 2010. Royal Society of Chemistry.

Despite these promises, PSC technology requires further expansion to gain a distinct
share in the field of thin-film solar cells and to attract the desire for new areas of appli-
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cation. To serve this purpose, the following impediments must be remedied: (i) material
costs, (ii) the stability of the hole-transporting layer, (iii) the deposition process of the
functional active layer, (iv) substitution of the indium-tin-oxide layer, (v) formation speed,
and (vi) manufacturing environmental concern [27].

Flexographic technical assistance proves its ability to manage and improve these
impediments in many ways. Firstly, the major obstacle of photovoltaic high production and
costs can be settled using an organic-based photovoltaic cell based on bulk heterojunctions
(BHJs) of a polymer blended with fullerene [52]. Hübler et al. reported a novel photovoltaic
design with economically feasible electrodes and free patterns. In their layer structure
design, the photovoltaic cell comprises a paper substrate/Zn/ZnO/photovoltaic layer
(blend of P3HT and PCBM.)/PEDOT: PSS, where the Zn and the PEDOT: PSS are the
cathode and the anode, respectively. In the layered structure design, the hole-blocking layer
is presented by a thin ZnO interlayer [53], which acts as an oxygen barrier and an optical
spacer layer [54]. The ohmic nature of the Zn/ZnO interface and the converge value of
the ZnO conduction band facilitate the efficient electron transfer at their interface [55–57].
The authors further explained that the interface between P3HT and ZnO functions as an
effective dissociation region of photogenerated excitons besides the one that occurs in the
photoactive layer. Moreover, Hübler et al. utilized three printing steps to fabricate the solar
cell, including (i) cold-foil transfer printing of an oxidized Zn cathode on a glossy paper;
(ii) gravure printing of the photoactive layer (P3HT:PCBM); and (iii) flexographic printing
of the PEDOT: PSS anode. After the second step, the sample was placed in the oven to dry at
under 130 ◦C for 5 min. Flexographic printing with a standard patterning plate and a speed
of 0.5 ms−1 was used to apply the conducting and transparent anode (PEDOT:PSS) on top
of the solar cell. A printed pattern of a flexible photovoltaic cell on paper is depicted in
Figure 5A. The solar cell produced by A. Hübler et al. achieved promising power conversion
efficiency (1.31%), fill factor (37%), open-circuit voltage (0.59 V), and short-circuit current
density of 3.64 mA cm−2 [53].

In addition, organic bulk-heterojunction solar cells (OPV) have primarily concerned
with the stability of the hole-transporting layer (HTL) materials. Research demonstrates
that the use of vanadium alkoxide precursor for HTL layer printing carries the disadvantage
of long curing [58–60]. In this context, Kololuoma and coworkers [61] formulated a stable
vanadium oxide sol–gel process to modify flexographic ink to print hole-transporting layers
for inverted organic solar cells. He utilized three approaches to achieve a high quality
and stability of the ink by (i) controlling the amount of added water; (ii) decreasing the
reactivity of the vanadium alkoxide using 2-methoxy ethanol as a bidental chelate-forming
ligand; and (iii) regulating the hydrolysis rate and oxide formation using a coordinating
additive [62,63]. A smooth and uniform HTL layer printed on the top of the light-harvesting
layer facilitates solar cells to demonstrate power conversion efficiencies of 3.5–4.5% [61].

Nevertheless, the deposition process influences the performance of bulk-heterojunction
solar cells by affecting the active layer morphology. To fabricate a large number of organic
photovoltaics, high throughput processes help in harvesting a defect-free, homogenous,
pinhole-free functional active layer with a particular thickness. In comparison to conven-
tional methods, such as slot-die and gravure, FPT can achieve a high throughput of active
layers. Salima et al. achieved outstanding results by optimizing the halftone pattern of the
flexo plate, printing speed (6 m/min for homogenous active layers), drying process (50 ◦C
for the 30 s), solvent ratio (to reduce pinhole formation), and uniformity. Eventually, they
successfully printed an 80 nm thick active layer with smooth morphology (roughness of ap-
proximately 1 nm) on a flexible substrate using FPT. The photolytic cell device demonstrates
an efficiency of 3.5% after using a reflective Ag electrode, as shown in Figure 5B [64].

Secondly, the flexographic printing of a smooth thin layer of indium tin oxide (ITO)
faces challenges that may be related to the surface topography produced during the pro-
cessing of succeeding layers [65]. In this regard, the front electrode of the semitransparent
conductor in the polymer solar cell was replaced by the ITO with polymer-based material
PEDOT:PSS (3,4 ethylene dioxythiophene: polystyrene sulfonate). However, the electri-
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cal conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS barely showed the imperative functions of large-area
electrodes and high optical transmission. To overcome these issues, a combination of the
PEDOT: PSS and highly conductive metallic grid were practiced and the results showed a
smaller shadow loss of less than 20% [66–68]. Jong-Su et al. compared several (flexographic,
embedded, and inkjet) printing techniques to form a silver grid structure in the solar cell
based on water nanoparticle silver inks, as depicted in Figure 5C. They found that the
raised topography by the flexo grid performs evenly well as the embedded grid and, on
the contrary side, the raised topography of the inkjet grid leads to an optical shadow loss.
Therefore, the flexographic technique exhibits the fastest processing of 25 m min−1 and the
lowest silver consumption of 200 mg/m2 of the printed area. As a result of the real sun
experiment, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the thermally imprinted, flexographic,
and inkjet silver grids achieves 1.84%, 1.72%, and 0.79%, respectively, for (6 cm2) ITO-free
polymer solar cell device area [69].
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Thirdly, the manufacturing of a polymer solar cell module demands a suitable method
with proper materials, environmental-friendly ink, satisfactory processing speed with
a high degree of accuracy, and technical yield. Unlike flexographic printing, there are
various printing methods applied to print the high-conducting metal back electrode in
polymer solar cells through an evaporation processing of pure metal. However, this
method carries some hitches including processing speed, processing equipment expenses,
and direct operation. The screen-printing technique has been also used to print a highly
conductive thick film of the back electrode; however, the drying period has an impact
on the processing speed which requires a considerable amount of material. Furthermore,
contact-free deposition, such as the inkjet method, faces nozzle clogging issues that affect
the quality of printing and film deposition on the substrate. However, FPT can successfully
be employed to print silver back electrodes for polymer solar cell modules based on the
water-based silver ink process without a vacuum step; the full module is demonstrated in
Figure 5D. As a result, the ink is positively transferred onto the polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) substrate and deposited over the bottom silver grid for the sequential connection
through the unoptimized rough surface of the PEDOT:PSS. A full-layer sheet resistance
of 162 mΩ was noticed at a maximum speed of 10 m.min−1, which is comparable to the
screen-printed silver electrode [70]. Table 2 displays a summary of the flexographic printing
technique used for the manufacturing of polymer solar cells.

Table 2. Summary of flexographic printing technique on polymer solar cells.

Application Substrate Ink Results Reference

Printing 5 mm wide lines of ZnO, P3HT:
[60/70] PCBM, PEDOT:PSS, and silver. ITO-PET Layer of n-octanol 2.75% power

conversion efficiency [27]

A novel layer structure
(paper/Zn/ZnO/photoactive
layer/PEDOT:PSS) for
polymer/fullerene-based flexible
photovoltaic cell.

Paper

PEDOT: PSS (1.5 wt%
PEDOT PH1000 and

0.35 wt% PEDOT F010)
in water including

some surfactant
mixture.

1.31% power
conversion efficiency [53]

Printing a hole-transporting layer
(HTLs) for inverted OPV
(ITO/ZnO/PCDTBT:PC70BM/VOx/Ag).

ITO-coated
glass and PET

Vanadium oxide
precursor

3.5–4.5% power
conversion efficiencies [61]

A photoactive layer of BHJ solar cells.

Indium tin oxide
(ITO) 130 nm

thickness coated
PET with125 µm

thickness

ZnO nanoparticles and
sol-gel-based

vanadium oxide inks.
PCDTBT:PC71BM ink

3.5% conversion
efficiency [64]

Comparing three types of printing of
the front conductive grid of (ITO) free
polymer solar cells and raised
topographies.

PEDOT:PSS
PET

Water-based silver
nanoparticle inks

1.72% conversion
efficiency [69]

Comparing four different R2R printing
methods for printing back electrodes for
polymer solar cell modules based on the
Ione process.

PEDOT:PSS Water-based silver inks - [70]

4. Energy Storage Application

Significant attention has been paid to energy storage recently [71], especially in the
battery community, which has prompted the improvement of the chemistries of recharge-
able zinc batteries. These improvements have been mainly inspired by their suitability, low
toxicity, inherent safety, power density, high energy, portable handling, and low cost [72,73].
For instance, researchers have studied rechargeable batteries of nickel-zinc [74,75] silver-
zinc [76], alkaline manganese dioxide (MnO2)-zinc [77,78], and zinc-air [79,80]. However,
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these battery chemistries face obstacles related to undesired shape changes, dendrite struc-
ture, and solubility of reaction products within the standard alkaline electrolyte, which
leads to the weak rechargeability of the zinc electrode [81]. A typical solution for manu-
facturing large-format zinc-based batteries has been utilized by using FPT, which is also
competitive with other energy storage grids in terms of exceptional performance, scalability
in fabrication, utilization, and materials cost. Figure 6 illustrates the computation and
comparison between this printing technique and other grid energy storage technologies
based on the capital cost per unit energy and unit power, in which the assessment depends
on the capital cost of flexographic manufacture and battery material, while the battery
power cost counts on an average discharge rate of 0.1 ◦C (courtesy of ESA and Dr. James
Evans). [82].
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Flexographic printing is a fully scalable technology, which promises to produce long-
life, safe, inexpensive, and flexible batteries. A reported study by Wang et al. used
multi-station flexographic printing to manufacture a rechargeable zinc-based battery, as
shown in Figure 7A. They developed a four-station flexographic printer, each of which
is designed to print the cathode, the electrolyte, the anode, and the current collector in
series, respectively. Furthermore, they developed and comprehensively analyzed a variety
of MnO2 cathode inks based on these criteria (see Figure 7B). The fabricated batteries
exhibited capacities ranging from mA-h (micro-batteries) to A-h (grid-scale batteries) [26].
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5. Conclusions

The flexographic printing technique may be concluded as an attractive technology for
the manufacturing of a variety of energy-harvesting cells and energy-storing devices at an
affordable cost. Thereby, it is briskly replacing the classical printing technologies to produce
energy harvesting/storage devices for future medical, automobile, and aircraft markets.
In recent years, substantial attention has focused on how to enhance the efficiency of the
flexographic printing technique and it has proven its potential in achieving mass production
at a reasonable cost. This article provides a comprehensive picture of the progress of
flexographic printing fabrication of solar cells and batteries for contemporary and future
markets. It has compared flexographic printing to contemporary printing technologies
and meticulously documented the advantages and disadvantages from the perspective of
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cost-effective, flexible solar cells and batteries. Whilst the flexographic printing technique
has numerous benefits, it is attributed with certain challenges, including reproducibility
of printing materials, throughput, and supreme quality of the final product. Despite
these disadvantages, the window is still open for exploring new ways and technology of
development and improvement. It is highly anticipated that the printing industry will
soon implement a flexographic technique for the fabrication of energy harvesting/storage
devices owing to its promised advantages.
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